
Name_____________________________     Per: ____________________ 

          Date:___________________ 

Iron Nail Lab     

Prelab questions:   SHOW ALL WORK!!!! 

1. How many moles are present in a sample of 34.0grams of iron?                 ______________moles Fe 

 

2. How many atoms of iron are present in 2.63 moles of Fe?              ______________atoms Fe 

 

3. What is the molar mass of Copper(II)Chloride  (CuCl2) ?      ______________g 

 

4. Why is the washing of the Copper necessary in this experiment? ____________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Define decant. _____________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

DATA: 

Before reaction: 

a) Mass of dry empty beaker       ____________________g 

b) Mass of Copper(II)chloride (CuCl2)      ____________________g 

c) Mass of iron nails (Fe)       ____________________g 

After reaction:           

d) Mass beaker + dry copper (Cu)      ____________________g 

e) Mass of iron nails (Fe)       ____________________g 

f) Visual Observations (taken before, during, and after experiment) 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 



Analysis: 

1) Find the mass of the Iron (Fe) used in reaction   ___________________g Fe 

 

 Find the mass of Copper produced in the reaction   ___________________g Cu 

 

2)  Find the moles of the Iron (Fe) used in reaction   _________________mol Fe 

 

 Find the moles of Copper produced in the reaction   _________________mol Cu 

 

3) Find the ratio of moles of iron used to moles of copper produced. (use answers from prob 2) 

  

  Cu moles        ________________(ratio) 

  Fe moles 

Conclusion: 
 
1. Why did the reaction stop? Which reactant was used up? How do you know? 
 
2. Was there any evidence that some of the copper(II)chloride was left in the beaker? 

Explain. 
 
3. Describe what was happening to the atoms of iron and copper during the reaction. What 

is this type of reaction called? 
 
4. What would happen to the ratio of copper to iron if you had placed more nails in the 

beaker?  If you had let the reaction go for less time? 
 
5. What is the accepted ratio of copper atoms to iron atoms in this reaction? Account for 

differences between your experimental value and the accepted value. 
Write the balanced equation for the reaction. 

 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 


